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. . Salman Khan is known for his penchant for saying "Chaiyya Chaiyya" or "Booze is my Champagne". This film is also the
first of many movies to feature Khan as a movie actor. It also introduced the famous A. R. Rahman composed song "Aaja
Nachle". On the other hand, the film was considered to be a critical and commercial failure.[5][6] However, the film had gained
popularity, being one of the biggest hits of 1995, breaking the back of the "Shakti trilogy". Story [ edit ] The film begins with a
narration by Khan's character, Karan. He is shown watching his friend, Bittu, being tortured by a drug lord. Karan states that he
is looking for a hero who can avenge Bittu's death. After learning about a miracle man called, "Dandilal", he moves on to meet
him. There, Dandilal is shown killing a police officer, but is later arrested by the same officer. Dandilal is taken to an
underwater tunnel and is murdered by the drug lord, who later escapes. The police officer who arrested Dandilal is later also
shot by the drug lord. Meanwhile, Dandilal's ghost, who wants to be reincarnated, enters Bittu's mind and tries to seek revenge
by killing the drug lord. When the police officer and the drug lord find Dandilal's corpse, they think he is a victim of a simple
robbery. The police officer promises to give the drug lord 500 million rupees if he does not turn himself in. The drug lord
agrees and goes into the city. Karan tracks down the drug lord and kills him. The police officer then finds out that Dandilal is a
ghost, which was previously recognized by an astrologer. He decides to revive Dandilal and revive him as a ghost. Dandilal and
the police officer start looking for a mummy, which is needed to bring back Dandilal as a ghost. They eventually find the
mummy and destroy it. Dandilal is then revived as a ghost and calls Karan, informing him of the revival. Karan and Dandilal go
to the police station and are imprisoned. The police officer, however, escapes and goes to talk to the drug lord about the 500
million rupees. Karan goes to the jail
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